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Gravity
Pay the Girl

Heres the chords for pay the girl s Gravity
i also included the intro tab

hi to my barkada kit, eyz, mai2x, judith, jak, heidi tska the ever manyak lloyd

...and to my ultimate crush in campus, karbee this ones for you hehehe...

please rate this thnx

C â€“ 0355xx
G â€“ 3554xx
F â€“ 1332xx
Am - 577xxx
F* - 0035xx

Intro:

        C                   F*
e|-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x---x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-----------|
B|-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x---x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-----------|
G|-5-5-5-4-x-5-5-5-4---5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-----------|
D|-5-5-5-5-x-5-5-5-5---3-3-3/2-2-3-3/2-----------|
A|-3-3-3-3-x-3-3-3-3---0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-----------|
E|-0-0-0-0-x-0-0-0-0---0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-----------|

Verse:

C					    F*
I see an emptiness dancing around in your eyes
C					    F*
Your emotions are tangled, you ve landed hard too many times
G			 Am
Forces are pulling you in
     F				 G   
But not to the places you ve already been

Chorus: (use intro riff)
C
Don t be afraid to walk into faith
     F*
And let go of the reasons and all of the feelings
C	
That keep you from floating out into the air
	   G			    F
At the end of the fall I ll be there



I know that it s hard to believe you can trust anymore
When you re covered in scars from the times that you ve trusted before
As soon as the moment is right
Step to the edge and then jump for your life

Don t be afraid to walk into faith
And let go of the reasons and all of the feelings
That keep you from floating out into the air
At the end of the fall I ll be there

Bridge:
G 			 F*
Let yourself fall into me
G			 F*
Just believe in gravity

Don t be afraid to walk into faith
Let go of the reasons and all of the feelings
That keep you from floating out into the air
At the end of the fall I ll be there
Let yourself fall into me
Just believe in gravity

thats all thnx!


